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Editorial
Dear GGI Member
The successful GGI European conference in Cannes is only just behind us,
but we are already ready for the next GGI
events. As Geneva Group International
(GGI) steadily continues to grow, the range
of events, activities and practice group
projects is also expanding. This issue of
INSIDER offers you a taster of upcoming
conferences and reports on the Cannes
event. In just two weeks, this year’s Leadership Forum will be taking place in Eisenberg, Austria. Several concepts of business leadership will be discussed, as they
apply to independent professional firms.
Presentations, workshops and discussions that take place here will provide a forum for qualified, savvy input among GGI
business leaders who often do not have
anyone in the business to talk to about
their concerns or who simply want to talk
to independent third-party leaders.

The first joint conference for the
North and Latin American regions is being held in Miami, Florida. Expertise and
business opportunities from both regions will be brought together. It promises to be a stimulating conference with
a varied programme and top-class guest
speakers.
Two GGI members, Oliver Biernat from
Frankfurt and Stanley L. Ruchelman from
New York, together presented a lecture in
Frankfurt entitled “The US Foreign Account
Tax Compliance Act (FATCA), the IRS and
how it affects you”. Read more about the
two GGI members’ talk in this issue.
We are delighted to announce that
GGI member firms Cantor & Webb P.A.,
Miami, FL have been selected among
“Top 50 Foreign Lawyers” for Latin America and that Lawler Chartered Accountants, Australia, have won the BRW Cli-

ent Choice Award 2012 in two categories.
Andrew Beattie shares his thoughts
on the cutting edge topic of cloud accounting.
The practice groups have also contributed many fascinating articles. David J Kidd provides information on the
UK budget changes that are affecting
UK property and Artur Plutowski concentrates on Poland becoming a tax haven. Astrid Rechel will raise a few smiles
with her anecdote “These Germans even
manage to organise their delays”, which
highlights how essential it is to be aware
of different cultures, customs and traditions in order to understand business
partners and achieve international success. Prof. Robert Anthony keeps us in
the loop on the latest developments in
France. François Hollande, new president of France, has announced his intention to change legislation notably in
the area of fiscal matters. Last, but not
least Allan Farrar informs on the Australian property market.
Enjoy this colourful mix of interesting articles. If you are interested in contributing to one of the next INSIDER issues, please feel free to contact Barbara
Reiss at b.reiss@ggi.com
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Your GGI Team

➜ 14-17 June 2012
GGI Leadership Forum
Eisenberg – Austria
➜ 21-24 June 2012
GGI North & Latin American
Joint Conference
Miami – United States
➜ 14-16 September 2012
GGI German Speaking Chapter
Bozen – Italy
➜ 28-30 September 2012
GGI EasyMeet North America
Raleigh, NC – USA
➜ 18-21 October 2012
GGI World Conference
Rome – Italy
➜ 16-18 November 2012
GGI EasyMeet
Prague – Czech Republic
➜ 13-16 December 2012
GGI Asian Regional Conference
Bangkok – Thailand
➜ 18-21 April 2013
GGI European Conference
Lisbon – Portugal
➜ 09-12 May 2013 (TBC)
GGI North American Conference
San Francisco – USA
Please refer to our website
for actualised information and
additional events: www.ggi.com,
entry “Events”
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GGI’s Leadership Forum will be held at The Eisenberg hotel

14-17 June 2012

GGI Leadership Forum
in Eisenberg, Austria
From 14 to 17 June 2012, the annual
GGI Leadership Forum will be held in
Eisenberg, Austria. Leadership presents
many challenges. Participants of the GGI
Leadership Forum will discuss several
concepts of business leadership as they
apply to independent firms. Attendees
can talk with like-minded partners about
leadership, strategy, family issues, the intersection of personal and business cash

flow and the toll that business can take on
their personal lives.
Nenad Pacek has agreed to deliver the
keynote speech on “The future of business in emerging markets”. Nenad will
look at key megatrends shaping global
and emerging market economies today as
well as key business megatrends that each
business should be aware of. Participants

...next page
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will be provided with an economic tour
of the world’s regions and key countries.
Nenad will also examine what companies
need to do today to be successful in international business in the next decade.
Nenad Pacek currently advises global
and regional directors of almost 300 multinational corporations. He is founder
and president of Global Success Advisors
(global business and economic advisory)
and co-founder of the CEEMEA Business
Group corporate service (advisory for regional executives running Central Eastern
Europe, Middle East and Africa). The advisory focus is on helping executives understand economic/business outlooks for
virtually all countries around the world and
on helping companies build strategies for
sustainable growth in emerging markets.
Gordon Smith will chair a workshop

Welcome to Burgenland, Austria
CONTENT

Nenad Pacek

Conference venue: the Conrad Hilton hotel in Miami

dealing with all aspects of “Retirement
Planning” including partnership succession, client relations, personal planning
and life changing matters. Henry Charles
will lead a discussion on client retention.
The workshop objective is to produce a
list of methods which firms can adopt in
order to retain clients.
Besides an attractive professional programme, you can expect the usual lively
discussions, excellent networking opportunities and exciting fringe events, such
as a canoeing tour on the river Raab and a
painting contest at an artist’s village, followed by dinner with live jazz music.
GGI members who have not yet registered, may still do so. Please use the online
registration tool at www.ggi.com (member
login / events). The detailed conference
programme is also available here.

21-24 June 2012

GET PDF

GGI North and Latin
American Joint Regional
Conference in Miami, FL
Only one week after the GGI Leadership Forum, the GGI North & Latin
American Joint Conference will take place
in Miami, kindly hosted by GGI member
firm Cantor & Webb P.A.
For the first time, the two neighbouring
continents will have a joint regional con-

ference, combining expertise and business opportunities from both regions.
The conference starts with the International Tax Practice Group (ITPG) meeting on Thursday afternoon. Following the
Pan American conference motto, speakers

...next page
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from Canada, the USA, Mexico and Brazil
have been invited to speak predominately
on real estate tax topics. Technical topics
like “Real estate investment trusts”, “Tax
issues of exporting goods and services
to Brazil”, “Cross border planning – real
estate focus”, “Foreign investment in US
real property” and “Q & A on specific prearrival strategies for foreign executives”
will be followed by some internal ITPG
news and participants will be informed
about opportunities and marketing tools
for ITPG members only.
On Friday morning, David J. Sheehan will deliver the key note speech on
“Dealing with the fallout: Madoff’s Ponzi
scheme and its place in the modern global financial system”.

Keynote speaker David J. Sheehan
CONTENT

Since December 2008, Baker
Hostetler Partner David J. Sheehan has
served as Chief Counsel to Trustee Irving H. Picard for the Securities Investor Protection Act (SIPA) liquidation of
Bernard L. Madoff Investment Securities LLC (BLMIS). Engaged in the complex legal work surrounding the liquidation, Mr. Sheehan leads a team of more
than 200 attorneys throughout the
United States on a multifaceted mission
that requires deep and thorough investigations of global banking practices,
financial instruments and feeder fund
machinations, as well as domestic and
international law.
Mr. Sheehan will discuss the Madoff
Ponzi scheme, its fallout and the management of the largest financial fraud in the
world history.
Mona Pearl will share her views on
“The hidden costs and opportunities of
doing business” with the audience, focusing on Latin and North America in
particular. Since many global business
deals fail to meet expectations, savvy
service providers are in a position to help
improve those odds, overcoming cultural misconceptions and focusing on
success factors. In M&A transactions,
JV, alliances and other structures, it is
not the hard numbers that will make the
difference between success and failure,
but the part of iceberg that lies below
the water, hidden from the naked eye.
In the afternoon, two separate meetings will be held for the Latin American
and North American regions to focus on
GET PDF

The stage is set for a successful conference in Miami
the region-specific interests. On Saturday
morning, workshops and practice group
meetings will enable participants to dive
into interactive content-related discussions, such as intercultural management
aspects, auditing, reporting & compliance
topics, the latest changes in the US patent
system, litigation costs, sustainable company management and forensics.
As usual interesting fringe events will
round off the conference.
GGI members who have not yet registered, may still do so. Please use the
online registration tool at www.ggi.com
(member login / events). The detailed
conference programme is also available
here.

The Rusty Pelican: one of the dinner
venues
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The annual GGI European Conference took place at the famous mediterranean seaside
resort Cannes in France

GGI European
Conference in Cannes
The annual GGI European Conference
was held in Cannes, France from the 26
to 29 April 2012 at the Martinez Hotel,
located directly on the Promenade de la
Croisette. The event was hosted by GGI’s
local member firm, Anthony & Cie.
The conference was kick-started on
Thursday with a meeting of the International Taxation Practice Group, and also
by a round of golf for those participants
CONTENT

who had arrived early. The evening programme comprised a dinner at the hotel,
the introduction of the new GGI member
firms and a presentation on upcoming future GGI conferences and events.
The formal segment of the conference
began on Friday morning, with opening
speeches from Mr. Claudio G. Cocca,
President and Founder of GGI, as well as
a warm welcome speech from the conferGET PDF

ence host, Prof. Robert Anthony. As
the key note speaker for the conference, Candace Johnson, who amongst
other things is the co-initiator of SES/
ASTRA and SES Global, the world’s
preeminent satellite group, held an
inspiring presentation on the role of
accountants and lawyers in supporting global entrepreneurs and innovation as a whole. Following this, Mr.
Bill Jamieson gave a comical view of
the eurozone crisis and the various
challenges that still lie ahead. Mr. Jamieson is the Executive Editor of The
Scotsman and a regular contributor to
Scotland on Sunday, Spectator Business and to BBC Scotland, both radio
and television. The Friday afternoon
programme consisted of a number of
Practice Group Meetings
The Friday evening programme
took place in the fashionable Bâoli restaurant-lounge. A cocktail reception
followed the wonderful dinner when
participants had the opportunity to
stay on and enjoy the drinks and music.
Saturday morning consisted of a
number of fascinating workshops.
Among others, there was the establishment of the new GGI Practice Group –
Labour Law. Prof. Robert Anthony and
Candace Johnson hosted a workshop
on early stage investments and finding
the right innovative companies. GGI’s
honorary vice-president, Mr. Oliver
Rothschild, offered a look at the nine

...next page

Sigthseeing in Cannes

Networking coffee break

Peter Kaeser, Candace Johnson, GGI members

Conversation at dinner
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Workshop outside

Oliver Rothschild and GGI members

NEW MEMBER FIRMS
characteristics of successful business
leaders and entrepreneurs, while Dr. Robert D’Alessandro investigated the various
compliance challenges of directorship
across trusts, companies and funds. Mr.
Michael Reiss von Filski held a workshop
in which new GGI members were introduced to the alliance, as well as to all the
tools available to them and how to best
utilize membership of GGI.
The afternoon programme gave participants the chance to visit some of the popular sight-seeing destinations in the area.
These included the city of Antibes, the Picasso Museum, Lerins Island and others.
To conclude the successful conference, the participants were invited to
a fabulous black-tie gala dinner at the
prestigious “Le Majestic” hotel, which
besides serving a delicious meal also
staged a small cabaret show and a live
band for the attendees.
The next European Regional Conference will be held in Lisbon, Portugal from
18 to 21 April 2013.

Human Capital Services BVBA
Noordlaan 1A
9200, Dendermonde
Belgium
T: +32 525 257 15
E: vtriempont@humancapitalservices.be
W: www.humancapitalservices.be

Company languages: Dutch, English, French,
German. Contact person: Veerle Triempont,
vtriempont@humancapitalservices.be. Services: Tax Consulting, Management Consulting, International employment services.

Veerle
Triempont
Lively discussions and focused work at the GGI European Conference
CONTENT
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Greece

Belgium

ASnetwork
4, Zaloggou Street & Messogeion Avenue
Ag. Paraskevi
15343 Athens
Greece
T:
F:
E:
W:

+30 211 480 44 00
+30 211 480 44 99
info@asnetwork.gr
www.asnetwork.gr

Company languages: Greek, English, French,
Italian, German. Contact persons: Marios
Georgiou, mgeorgiou@asnetwork.gr; Vaggelis Fakos, vfakos@asnetwork.gr. Services:
Financial Audit & Accountancy Services, Tax
Consulting, Management Consulting, Corporate Finance, International Trust & Estate
Planning.

Marios
Georgiou

Vaggelis
Fakos

We wish to extend a very warm welcome to our new distinguished members.
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India
Zinzuwadia & Co. CA
301, Abhiraj, 68-B,
Swastik Society Navrangpura
380 009 Ahmedabad
India
T:
F:
E:
W:

+91 79 2646 77 74
+91 79 2646 78 74
services@zinzuwadiaco.com
www.zinzuwadiaco.com

Company languages: English, Hindi, Gujarati. Contact person: Vijesh H. Zinzuwadia,
vijesh@zinzuwadiaco.com. Services: Financial Audit & Accountancy Services, Tax
Consulting, Management Consulting, Corporate Finance.

Vijesh H.
Zinzuwadia

Greystone LLC
Talbot Chambers, 18, Athol Street
Douglas, IM1 1JA
Isle of Man

MDM Revizija d.o.o.
6/III Nusiceva Street
11000 Belgrade
Serbia

Audit Company Aksonova & Associates LLC
29E Vorovskogo Str., office 10
01054 Kiev
Ukraine

T:
F:
E:
W:

T:
F:
E:
W:

T:
F:
E:
W:

+44 1624 620 711
+44 1624 677129
mail@greystone.im
www.greystone.im

+381 11 323 43 77
+381 11 324 42 42
office@mdmrevizija.com
www.mdmrevizija.com

+38 044 482 28 58
+38 044 482 27 88
makeieva@ap-center.com
www.ap-center.com

Company language: English. Contact person: Guy Wiltcher, guy.wiltcher@greystone.
im. Services: Financial Audit & Accountancy
Services, Tax Consulting, Management Consulting.

Company languages: Serbian, English. Contact person: Jelena Mihić Munjić, jelena.mihic
@mdmrevizija.com. Services: Financial
Audit & Accountancy Services, Tax Consulting, Management Consulting, Corporate
Finance, International Trust & Estate Planning.

Company languages: Ukrainian, English.
Contact persons: Olena Makeieva, makeieva@ap-center.com; Inna Deputat, deputat@
ap-center.com. Services: Financial Audit &
Accountancy Services, Tax Consulting, Management Consulting, Corporate Finance.

Guy
Wiltcher

Jelena
Mihić Munjić

Olena
Makeieva

We wish to extend a very warm welcome to our new distinguished members.
CONTENT

Ukraine

Serbia

Isle of Man

GET PDF

Inna
Deputat

We wish to extend a very warm welcome to our new distinguished members.
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United
States

United
States

Lopez Levi & Associates, P.A.
Accountants & Business Consultants
201 Alhambra Circle, Suite 501
Coral Gables, FL 33134
United States

Viscaino, Gitlin & Zomerfeld, LLP
Certified Public Accountants
999 Ponce de Leon Boulevard, Suite 1045
Coral Gables, FL 33134
United States

T:
F:
E:
W:

T:
F:
E:
w:

+1 305 774 29 45
+1 305 774 15 04
ray@lopezlevipa.com
www.lopezlevipa.com

Company languages: English, Spanish,
Portuguese, Hebrew, German. Contact
person: Raimundo Lopez-Lima Levi, ray@
lopezlevipa.com. Services: Financial Audit & Accountancy Services, Tax Consulting, Management Consulting, Corporate
Finance, International Trust & Estate Planning.

Raimundo
Lopez-Lima Levi

+1 305 444 82 88
+1 305 444 82 80
info@vgzcpa.com
www.vgzcpa.com

Company languages: English, Spanish,
Cantonese. Contact persons: Raymond J.
Zomerfeld, raymond.zomerfeld@vgzcpa.
com; Mark D. Gitlin, mark.gitlin@vgzcpa.
com. Services: Financial Audit & Accountancy Services, Tax Consulting, Management Consulting, International Trust & Estate Planning.

Raymond J.
Zomerfeld

Mark D.
Gitlin

We wish to extend a very warm welcome to our new distinguished members.
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GGI at American German Business Club

“The FATCA, the IRS
and how it affects you”
By Oliver Biernat
On 02 May 2012, GGI members Oliver Biernat and Stanley C. Ruchelman
held a joint presentation at the American German Business Club (AGBC) luncheon in Frankfurt. Oliver from Frankfurt (Germany) and Stanley from New
York City (USA) gave a presentation on
The US Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA), which is an issue of
great concern to American companies,
professionals and US citizens living
abroad.
The audience consisted of US and
German businessmen who expressed
interest in the FATCA rules and their
implications on German-US business
relations. Included were the problems
faced by German corporations having
US stakeholders and the problems now
faced by US citizens living in Germany
especially with European banks and
searches being conducted by the I.R.S.
for Americans whose names have been
forwarded by banks or tax authorities in
other countries.
The presentation at the Grand Hotel Hessischer Hof was followed by a

Oliver Biernat
lively round of questions and answers,
which indicated the impact being felt today of FATCA on US-German business.
The fear expressed by the attendees was
that the full scope of the legislation is
not yet known. The new tax law, enacted in 2010 by the US, is supposed to locate US taxpayers with income abroad.
Germany and several other European
governments have agreed to participate

...next page
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in obtaining information from local banks,
starting 2014. ITPG anticipates that the
type of presentation using speakers from
two or more countries may serve as a
blueprint for GGI to present the alliance’s
cross border expertise.
GGI member firm
Benefitax GmbH
Steuerberatungsgesellschaft,
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft
Tax Consulting, Public Audit
Frankfurt / Main, Germany
Oliver Biernat
Global Chairperson of the International
Taxation Practice Group (ITPG)
E: o.biernat@benefitax.de
W: www.benefitax.de

Stanley C. Ruchelman

GGI member firm Lawler
Chartered Accountants
Wins National Award
Australian GGI member firm Lawler
Chartered Accountants has won Best
firm as rated by C-suite and Best Victorian Firm at the 2012 BRW Client Choice
Awards.
They were also recognised as a Finalist in the Awards for Best NSW Firm
CONTENT

and Best Tax Provider.
The national BRW Client Choice
Awards, now in their ninth year, recognise outstanding performances as
voted by clients for accounting, law, IT
consulting, engineering and actuarial
firms.
GET PDF

Lawler Chartered Accountants team at the BRW Awards Gala Dinner

The accounting group is delighted
at being acknowledged in these prestigious Awards as the results are determined entirely by those who matter
most - their clients and colleagues.
“We thank our clients for acknowledging the quality of our care and advice, however, we will not rest on this
achievement. We will always endeavour to look for ways to improve on our
service promise and add value”, commented Chairman Terry Lawler.
The BRW Client Choice Awards are
based on quantitative research into buyers of professional services, conducted
independently by Beaton Consulting.
The selection of the finalists and
winners is determined exclusively by

the data. There is no judging panel; it
is the opinions of clients that count towards the Awards. More than 20,000
buyers of professional services participated in the research.

GGI member firm
Lawler Partners chartered accountants
Financial Audit & Accountancy Services,
Tax Consulting, Management Consulting,
Corporate Finance, International Trust &
Estate Planning
Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Newcastle,
Rockhampton – Australia
Australia
E: tlawler@lawlerpartners.com.au
W: www.lawlerpartners.com.au
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GGI member firm Cantor & Webb P.A.

Steven L. Cantor among
“ Top 50 Foreign lawyers”
for Latin America
International Tax attorney Steven L.
Cantor of Cantor & Webb P.A. has been
selected among the “Top 50 Foreign Lawyers for Latin America” by the Latin Business Chronicle in its “Legal Stars” feature.
As Latin America’s legal sector entered yet another strong year, the editorial staff of Latin Business Chronicle
selected the 50 leading foreign lawyers
operating in the region. The list included attorneys from both large and small-

Steven L. Cantor
CONTENT

er boutique firms
based in Spain,
the United States,
the United Kingdom and Canada.
Mr. Cantor, managing partner at
Cantor & Webb P.A. was selected on
a number of criteria including his tax
planning work within the Latin American private client sector, Latin America’s prominence within his practice
and rankings by third parties such as,
UK-based Chambers and Partners.
Chambers Global 2012 described
him as: ”best known for his notable international tax planning practice and
praised for his international awareness
and familiarity with the Latin American
market and cross-border structures.”
Steven L. Cantor said, “Having been
recognized as a Top Foreign Lawyer for
Latin America is a special distinction
that signals a unique combination of
understanding, breadth of expertise,
dedication to the region and our Latin
American clients.”
GET PDF

About Steven L. Cantor
Steven L. Cantor is the Managing
Partner of Cantor & Webb P.A., a Miami,
Florida based law firm focused on the
representation of high net worth international private clientele and international
businesses in the areas of tax planning
and compliance, estate planning, international and domestic real estate and
probate matters, general commercial
and international financial matters. The
firm was awarded the 2007/2008 North
American Private Client Team of the Year
award by STEP and was also a finalist for
the 2011/2012 and 2009/2010 Awards.
He has been recognized as one of
the world’s leading international private client attorneys by Chambers

Global 2009-2012 and Chambers USA
2009 and has for over 25 years maintained the highest “AV” rating by Martindale-Hubbell Legal Directory. He is
listed in the 2009-2012 editions of Best
Lawyers in America, Florida Super Lawyers, South Florida Trend’s Legal Elite
and Citywealth Magazine Leaders List.

GGI member firm
Cantor & Webb P.A.
Tax Consulting, Law Firm,
International Trust & Estate Planning
Miami, FL, USA
Steven L. Cantor
E: steve@cantorwebb.com
W: www.cantorwebb.com

GGI member firm LIMES International

Partnership agreement
with AEGON Adfis
Recently LIMES International and
the legal and fiscal pension advisory
team of AEGON Adfis, based in The
Hague, signed a service level agreement based on preferred supplier arrangements. The team of AEGON Adfis, headed by Herman Kapelle, will

...next page

GGI member firm
LIMES International
Tax Consulting, Management Consulting,
International Trust & Estate Planning
Leiden, The Netherlands
Age Seinstra
E: age@limes-int.com
W: www.limes-int.com
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thus further strengthen the
LIMES International pension +
insurance department with their
extensive knowledge and experi- LIMES International celebrates the partnership
ence of international pensions. agreement with AEGON Adfis
Both the network within AEGON
worldwide and the Geneva Group Interna- ally in providing solutions for complex
tional membership of LIMES Internation- pension matters in doing business cross
al will enable us to serve our clients glob- borders. We think international... for you!

A growing trend for improved efficiency

Benefits of
Cloud Accounting
By Andrew Beattie

GGI member firm Nolands, South Africa

Expanding to Pretoria
From the beginning of May 2012, an
office in Pretoria takes its place as the latest addition to the expanding Nolands
network. Nolands Pretoria, formerly Zolani HBC, is lead by Beyers Muller, a Chartered Accountant with extensive experience in both private and public sectors.
The company has built a reputation as a
highly skilled niche player with the ability to offer strategic input at the top level.

GGI member firm Nolands expands to
Pretoria, South Africa
CONTENT

Despite its compactness, the company is
able to offer a full range of advisory and
audit services. Furthermore, like all Nolands offices, Nolands Pretoria will be
able to call on specialised Group knowledge and skills, especially in the fields of
tax and forensics.
GGI member firm
Nolands SA
Financial Audit & Accountancy Services,
Tax Consulting, Management Consulting,
Corporate Finance, International Trust &
Estate Planning
Cape Town, Durban, Johannesburg,
Bloemfontein, Pretoria, South Africa
Clive Noland
T: +27 21 658 66 00
E: cliven@nolandscpt.co.za
W: www.nolands.co.za
GET PDF

Amidst a growing trend toward mobile
devices and constant connectivity, a buzz
term “cloud accounting” has emerged.
But what does it mean? Basically, cloud
accounting is about completing a business’ accounting function over the internet rather than using a traditional desktop
program. Business accounting software
and data are stored at a secure remote
location and end-users can access these
services/applications anywhere, anytime,
via desktop, PC, laptop or mobile device.
It is projected that cloud technology will
be the most significant change to the accounting industry in the coming few years.
Cloud technology solutions offer far
reaching benefits and improved efficiency,
including:
Freedom to be in-touch via online data
access irrespective of geographical location/time
Live invoicing and hence reduced cash
cycle
Real time information on cash position and cash flow
Scalability tailored to business
Employee flexibility

Andrew Beattie
Access to latest software versions
Security and reliability
Optimum customer service
IT infrastructure costs minimised due
to:
– No network / software / hardware
failures
– Ageing equipment becomes superfluous
The cloud allows your business to
respond more efficiently to market

...next page
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demands and provides cost effective, convenient and secure access to the latest infrastructure and services.
Of course, there will be reservations
over what the cloud offers and some businesses will be hesitant to embrace the
technology. But, you may be encouraged to
hear that you might have already made the
leap to the cloud without realising it. One of
the first mainstream applications of cloud
based technology occurred 10 years ago
with the rise of internet banking. Initially,
this seemed a risky move, but 10 years on
most of us can’t live without it and even
our IT-phobic grandparents use it.
Cloud technology also makes liaising
with external professional advisers such
as accountants easier. No more backups
of accounting files, emailing attachments
or mailing discs. With the cloud, you simply provide your accountant with access
to your online file and they can access live
data to assist with your queries, compliance obligations or business coaching.

GGI PRACTICE GROUP PAGES
While the core offerings of cloud products are similar, each provider has added
their own unique features which is great
for the business owner. The main players
for small to medium size businesses are
Xero, Quickbooks, Saasu and MYOB and
some of the great features include:
Automatic import and coding of banking transactions
Up-to-date financial reporting
Reconcile foreign currency accounts –
gains and losses are calculated for you
Create and send invoices automatically, even when out of the office
Smartphone apps for easy access
The latest software version is always
available
Many people believe that cloud accounting is suitable for all businesses. Ultimately, you will need to decide whether it
is right for your business and that of your
clients, but it is important to consider anything that can make your life easier and
your business more efficient.
GGI member firm
Lawler Partners Business Advisory Services
Financial Audit & Accountancy Services,
Tax Consulting, Management Consulting,
Corporate Finance, International Trust &
Estate Planning
Melbourne, Brisbane, Sydney, Newcastle
Australia
Andrew Beattie
T: +61 2 4962 2688
E: abeattie@lawlerpartners.com.au
W: www.lawlerpartners.com.au
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International Taxation Practice Group (ITPG)

UK Budget Changes
Affecting UK Property
By David J Kidd
“I will do such things, what they are, yet I
know not, but they shall be the terrors of
the earth” – Shakespeare, King Lear, Act
II, Sc IV

London as favoured location?
There was a recent report that London and New York are still the favoured
places for the world’s wealthy to buy
houses, but competition is growing
from Beijing and Dubai. Quality of life
and economic activity were, according
to the report, among key factors for the
wealthy in choosing where to invest.
London came top of the list in most factors and was still expected to be top of
the list in a decade’s time. This report
was prepared prior to the UK Budget on
21st March 2012 when adverse tax measures, uncertain in detailed scope, were
announced; and it remains to be seen
whether London can continue to be a
favoured place. This article covers the
main changes.

David J Kidd

Capital gains tax on residential
property held by non-resident
non-natural persons
The government announced that
it will be consulting on the introduction of a capital gains tax charge on UK

...next page
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residential property owned by non-resident non-natural persons with a view
to introducing specific legislation in Finance Act 2013. Non-natural appears to
mean any legal entity other than a fleshand-blood individual, for example any
corporate body.This represents a significant change from the current position,
which exempts non-residents from capital gains tax. Anti-avoidance legislation
already exists so that a capital gain made
by a non-resident company owned by a
resident individual would be, in most
circumstances, taxed on the resident
individual. Where there is no such resident, a non-resident company owned by
a non-resident individual is currently in
the same position as the non-resident
individual himself – neither being subject to capital gains tax. If the Budget
change goes ahead, the company will
be subject to capital gains tax, but the
individual – being a natural person - will
remain exempt. There is no present indication that there will be transitional
provisions, or apportionment of gains
now brought into charge.

Long period of uncertainty
The legislation giving effect to the
new capital gains tax charge will not be
in place until about July 2013. During
the lengthy time until then consultation
will take place, and presently unknown
changes may well be made. The proposed change is unlikely, however, to be
completely withdrawn. The policy itself
CONTENT

is closely linked with consultation concerning an annual charge on residential
properties valued at more than £2 million held by non-natural persons (see
below); and this in turn is linked with
the objective of preventing future stamp
duty land tax (SDLT) avoidance. Making
offshore companies unattractive for the
holding of UK residential property owing
to capital gains tax appears to be part
of the move against SDLT avoidance
to which the government attaches importance. It is worth noting in passing,
however, that the use of companies is
often for protection against inheritance
tax and where this is the case, alternative inheritance tax protection will need
to be considered.

More on the proposed capital
gains tax on non-natural persons
The proposed capital gains tax remains, however, a distinct tax in its own
right. The change appears not to be restricted to properties worth more than
£2m (as occurred with the SDLT changes mentioned below). One cannot assume that the small-scale investor, or
one whose properties have fallen in value below £2m, will not be affected. This
remains to be seen.
The measure is stated to apply to
disposals of ‘shares or interests’ in residential property. A casual reader might
suppose this means shareholdings
might be covered, but in context a reference to joint ownership structures or
GET PDF

partnership interests is almost certainly
intended i.e. shares in property. An option held by an offshore company may
well also be an ‘interest’ in residential
property. On these matters, there is a
current lack of clarity.
Ownership by a non-natural person
will also require clarification: both “ownership” and “non-natural” are difficult to
apply to some complex structures and
circumstances. Does the phrase include
individual nominees or trustees who
hold on behalf of another or others? Is
a discretionary trust a “natural person”?
When is an entity – for example: LLC,
Stiftung, Anstalt – transparent for UK tax
purposes so that one can look through
to the underlying individuals. Where
any of these entities are involved in UK
property ownership, is there going to be
“ownership” by a “non-natural” person?
This remains to be worked out.

Annual charge for high
value residential properties
The government is also going to
consult on the introduction of an annual charge on residential properties
over £2 million owned by certain nonnatural persons. Legislation will finally
come into force sometime in July 2013,
but take effect from April 2013. The government announcement refers to an
“enveloping annual charge”. The term
‘enveloping’ is normally used to describe putting property into a company
purely for tax reasons but it is not con-

sidered this word has any practical limitation here. Residential property already
in offshore companies or transferred to
such companies for purely commercial
or non-tax reasons will, it seems, be affected by the charge.
The expected level of the annual
charge is in the following order of magnitude:
Property value
Annual charge
£2m – £5m		
£15,000
£5m – £10m		
£35,000
£10m – £20m		
£70,000
£20m +		
£140,000

Immediate SDLT changes
A new 7 % rate of SDLT for purchases
of residential property worth more than
£2m was introduced with immediate effect from 22nd March 2012. It is applicable to residential property only, and
applies whoever the purchaser is, natural or non-natural. The previous highest
rate was 5 %.
Separately a new 15 % rate of SDLT
for residential property transactions
worth more than £2m has been introduced with immediate effect from 21st
March 2012. To apply the purchase
must be undertaken by certain persons
- broadly companies, collective investment schemes, and partnerships with a
corporate member. There are two exclusions from the charge, corporate trustees and established bona fide property
development companies. ...next page
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Both these measures were imposed
without warning or consultation. The
15 % rate is widely regarded as a penal
rate to deter the transfer of residential
property into companies. Once a property is in a company the shareholdings
in the companies can subsequently be
transferred with a maximum transfer
duty of 0.5 %.
The principal UK Treasury Minister
re-affirmed the hardness of government
policy in this area by issuing a warning
that he would not hesitate to move swiftly, without notice and with retrospec-

tive legal effect if “inappropriate” ways
round the new measures were found.

GGI member firm
Citroen Wells
Financial Audit & Accountancy Services
Tax Consulting, Management Consulting,
Corporate Finance, International Trust &
Estate Planning
London, United Kingdom
David J Kidd
E: david.kidd@citroenwells.co.uk
W: www.citroenwells.co.uk

Poland has
become a tax haven
By Artur Plutowski
The latest issue of Der Spiegel (German weekly magazine) awarded Poland
the European Champion due to the excellent performance of the Polish economy
which has achieved GDP growth over last
6-8 years. In that period Poland became a
very attractive investment location. Just
prior to the ITPG meeting in Marbella (February 2012) Poland became even more attractive; it became a tax haven. Savings
can be achieved by the implementation of
structures including a vehicle in the form
CONTENT

of a Limited Joint Stock Partnership (the
‘Partnership’).
In previous years, due to (i) lack of specific regulations concerning the income tax
position of the Partnership, the Partner(s)
and the Stockholder(s) and (ii) the hybrid
nature of such Partnerships, continuous
disputes took place between taxpayers
and the fiscal authorities as to the correct
qualification (from income taxes perspective) of the source of income relevant to
proceeds received by the Stockholder(s)
of the Partnership. Polish tax authorities
claimed that such proceeds should be reGET PDF

garded as business profits, but tax payers
claimed it should be qualified as dividends’
like the source. Depending on the given
classification, proceeds would be taxable
on either an accrual basis (business proceeds) or a cash basis (dividends). There
was no controversy as to the tax position
(for income tax purposes) of the General
Partner of a Partnership – business source
of income, taxable on accrual basis.
Originally, in first years of this dispute
both Polish tax authorities and local administrative courts issued several different rulings and verdicts. In most cases
they were unfavourable for the Stockholders, qualifying proceeds received as business originated and taxable on an accrual
basis. Recently (in the last 2 to 3 years),
a number of favourable verdicts issued by
the local administrative courts have started to increase.
Lack of consistency between verdicts
issued by local administrative courts and
an appeal against an unfavourable verdict
issued by the local administrative court in
Warsaw (submitted by a tax payer to the
Supreme Administrative Court) forced the
latter to issue a sentence given by 7 professional judges. Please note that such a
sentence binds administrative courts in
similar cases. According to the sentence
of 16 January 2012 (II FPS 1/11), the tax
point for a Stockholder being a corporate
entity on proceeds received from the Partnership arises on cash basis, i.e. at the
moment of distribution of dividends.
Last week the Minister of Finance issued the general ruling according to which

Artur Plutowski
individuals being the Stockholders of the
Partnership can also recognise their tax
point on a cash basis.
The Partnership is transparent for
income tax purposes.
The General
Partner(s) and the Stockholder(s) are
subject to taxation on the profit share allocated and respective to their status. Legal entities pay CIT at 19 % and individuals pay PIT at 19 % (according to the latest
general ruling issued by the Minister of Finance. The General Partner is taxable on
accrual basis. The Stockholder is taxable
on a cash basis.
The Partnership has no legal status,
but it can sue and can be sued. It is a hybrid of a joint stock company and a limited partnership. Two partners are needed,

...next page
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at least: (i) General Partner and (ii) Stockholder. The General Partner has unlimited liability for the obligations of the
Partnership and the Stockholder has no
liability whatsoever for the obligations of
the Partnership. The General Partner and
the Stockholder can be either a legal entity (also registered in other jurisdiction)
or an individual (also a foreigner).
The minimum share capital of the
Partnership amounts to PLN 50,000 (approx. € 11,900.). It can be contributed in
cash or in kind. Contribution in kind can
include: (i) shares/stocks, bonds or other
securities, (ii) tangible or intangible assets, (iii) going-concern or its organised
part (business unit). Please note that the
profit share participation can be structured irrespective
of contributions made by the General
Partner(s) and by Stockholder(s), e.g. the
General Partner having unlimited responsibility and contributing 80 % of the share
capital may be entitled to 5 % or even to
only 1 % of the profit earned by the Partnership. Usually, the profit share participation is structured as 95 % to 99 % to the
Stockholders and 5 % to 1 % to the General
Partner.
The Partnership can issue stocks, certificates, debentures, bonds and other securities. Its stocks can be listed on NewConnect (alternative market of the Warsaw
Stock Exchange); it is a similar concept to
AIM at the London Stock Exchange.
The Partnership is a perfect tool for
running business activity, for setting up
new operations or for the restructuring of
CONTENT

a current business. Appropriate structuring provides savings of income tax that
would normally be due on operational
profits and subsequently reinvest almost
the entire earnings due to the postponed
distribution of proceeds (dividend) to the
Stockholder. The distribution can be postponed for several years.
The Partnership is also an excellent
vehicle for optimisation of disposal of
tangible assets (e.g. real estate), disposal
of stocks, shares, bonds and/or other securities – especially in the circumstances
where significant profit on the disposal is
expected. The Partnership can also be an
ideal tool for the creation of a tax shield
by a ‘step up’ on depreciable assets (both
intangible and tangible); from its book
value to the market value.
Please note that at the end of the day
it is possible for the Stockholder to reduce
the income tax burden substantially or to
avoid taxation at all (e.g. by distribution
of a dividend to Polish Closed Investment
Fund, Luxembourgian SIF, Cypriot ICIS or
by redemption of stocks/investment certificates under certain circumstances).
For further details please see GGI intranet ITPG section and respective pdf-file
on Limited Joint Stock Partnership.
GGI member firm
EFS Group
Tax Consulting, Corporate Finance
Warsaw, Poland
Artur Plutowski
E: artur.plutowski@efsgroup.eu
W: www.efsgroup.eu
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Practice Group Enhanced Business Opportunities

The need to understand other business cultures

“These Germans
even manage to
organise their delays “
By Astrid Rechel
Practice Group Enhanced Business
Opportunities is publishing the Geneva
Group Intercultural Guide. Authors from
all continents are contributing with their
country profiles. Last opportunity to signup for additional contributions of countries not yet covered.
What might the words in our headline, pronounced by an Asian businessman, stand for? It might have been sharp
criticism or sincere admiration, it might
have been complete astonishment or final comprehension. Whatever the personal feelings of this businessman might
have been, they were definitely a deeply
felt expression, but on a collision course
with a different business culture.
It happened in a daily situation which

...next page

The need to understand other business
cultures
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could have been at any international conference by Geneva Group International
(it actually did not). The Asian conferee
was hurrying to meet the scheduled
start of the first workshop in the morning.
Arriving at the meeting room with a
little delay, he was wondering whether
his German colleague was still having
his wake-up coffee outside. Asked by
the Asian attendee if there had been
any changes in the programme, the
German, relaxingly, answered: “No, but
there are still some minutes to go to
meet the Academic Quarter.”
The German explained that it is the
traditionally accepted tolerance in his
country for a lecture
to start 15 (but no
more!) minutes later
than the defined start
(which, by the way,
dates from the time
when students were
called by the university bells to get going
on their way to the lessons). The Asian
colleague, apparently impressed by the
explanation, concluded with his above
quotation: “These Germans even manage to organize their delays”.
This little incident is nothing spectacular, nor did it have tremendous impact on the outcome of the conference
where it happened. But it is only one of
hundreds of situations business people
CONTENT

come across when doing international
business and which collectively – and
sometimes also just one single incident
– can be the key to successfully doing
business abroad. And intercultural ignorance can even make a deal fail despite
being perfectly prepared from both the
technical and commercial aspect.
In many sessions of GGI Practice
Group Enhanced Business Opportunities (PG EBO) such intercultural topics
have been the subject of lively discussions and impressive personal experiences concluding with the words: “Had
I known that before …”
This was the spark
of motivation for
GGI Practice Group
Enhanced Business
Opportunities (PG
EBO) to initiate the
publication of a GGI
guide on intercultural
behaviour. The project and the topics of
relevance have been
fervently discussed
in various intensive
practice group sessions.
The result is a scheme of country
profiles of about eight pages per country dealing with the chapters ‘How to address someone’, ‘Getting to know each
other’, ‘Enjoy your meal and drink, ‘Appropriately dressed and well behaved in
business and beyond’, ‘The art of negotiating and contracting’, ‘Respect the
other sex and generation’, ‘The power
GET PDF

of colours’ and of course
‘Facts and Figures’, links
and further information.
PG EBO is especially
proud that authors from
all continents have made
a commitment to cooperate in this challenging
project. PG members
from many countries
have already handed-in
their country profiles.
However, some countries are still not covered
yet and all GGI firms, irrespectively of whether
they have already been
attending PG EBO in the
past or are newcomers,
are invited to become an
author. The EBO chairpersons, Elisabeth Heller and Astrid Rechel,
ask interested members
to quickly make contact
with them in order to
check if their country is still ‘on sale’.
We have scheduled to close the collection of country profiles before the next
GGI conference, the Panamerican Conference in Miami, end of June. The coordination of the project is being undertaken by Natalie Kutschera (n.kutschera@
hellerconsult.com) who can be contacted to obtain the schedule, for more information about the contents of the different chapters or any questions related the
project.

GGI member firm
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Frankfurt / Main, Germany
Astrid Rechel
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Head of Business Development
E: a.rechel-goetz@benefitax.de
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Private Equity and International Wealth Management

Changes in
Wealth Tax announced
By Prof. Robert Anthony
The new president of France, François Hollande, has taken up his post on
15 May 2012. His arrival will see changes
in legislation, notably in the area of fiscal matters. One of his key measures is
to return the current Wealth Tax schedule that applied in 2010, effective for this
year’s payments.
Last year, we signalled to all our clients and partners the need to refinance to
avoid this eventuality together with protection measures from previous changes.
The threshold risks are to be lowered to
€ 790,000 which will incur considerably
Wealth Tax Schedule
Thresholds for taxation
Not exceeding € 790,000
From € 790,000 to € 1,290,000
From € 1,290,000 to € 2,530,000
From € 2,530,000 to € 3,980,000
From € 3,980,000 to € 7,600,000
From € 7,600,000 to € 16,540,000
Over to €16,540,000

Rates
0%
0.55%
0.75%
1%
1.3%
1.65%
1.80%
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more tax. The proposed rates are listed in
the table below.
The Equity Release’s offer could be a
solution to the future changes in French
tax legislation.
The simplest solution is to refinance
100 % of market value and invest the
money raised prudently. This also has
the advantage of resolving non-residents future estate planning issues.
The maximum rates of estate duties for
direct line beneficiaries in France have
just been increased by 5 % to 45  %.
Mortgage to the value of the property = € 3,000,000
Equity release assuming no debt =
€ 3,000,000
Interest rate of the loan = 2.42 % per
annum (as per March 7th, 2012)
Guaranteed fund = 3.5 % per annum
(as per March 7th, 2012)
Wealth Tax saved = 0.5 % per annum
Most banks want a minimum of
50  % of the value of the property in assets held in their books calculated by
GET PDF

them as the lending value. Cash is valued at 100%. Bonds are worth 70 % to
80 % and equities 60 % of their value as
collateral for the loan. They will not normally accept private equity as collateral. The greater the investment risk, the
less money is available to be released
to a client.
If the bank wants € 1,000,000 in assets and the investment is made in equities, this means € 1,666,666 worth of
assets needs to be held in their books,
representing 60 % of the value of the
equities as collateral for the loan.
For bonds, this is between
€ 1,250,000 and € 1,430,000 of money
invested. Risk means values can go up
or down so banks need protecting with
higher collateral tolerance levels when
taking their security. Generally, a provision of 6 months’ interest is required to
be placed with the bank.
Euro value (cash) investment yields.
These are currently 3 % to 3.5 % net of
annual fees capital and interest guaranteed as per March 7th, 2012. Other
investments with higher risks give potentially higher yields but less lending
value.
Bank loan rates currently for Euribor 3 months were 0.92% as per March
7th, 2012.A bank margin of around 1.5%
will be added which can be increased
to around 2 % depending on the bank
and the assets held as security. The total cost of lending today varies from
2.42 % to 2.92 %.
The use of an insurance policy de-

The arrival of the new president of France
will see changes in legislation, notably in
the area of fiscal matters.
pending on the residence of the client
can be tax advantageous. Euro value
(cash) investments have to be made
through an insurance policy. Open architecture policies are dedicated policies and will increase the management
fees but allow higher potential returns.
GGI member firm
Anthony & Cie
International Trust & Estate Planning,
Tax Consulting
Sophia Antipolis, France
Prof. Robert Anthony
E: robert@antco.com
W: www.antco.com
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Practice Group Real Estate

The Australian
Property Market
By Allan Farrar
The global financial crisis (GFC)
and the economic uncertainty which
has followed throughout the world has
continued to depress prices of residential real estate in most Australian cities
during the past twelve months with the
exception of Perth in Western Australia where population growth continues
at a significant rate, due largely to the
“boom” in Australian mining activity
much of which is focussed in Western
Australia.
Confidence in the residential sector of
the Australian market in general, however,
remains brittle with the Australian Reserve
Bank having downgraded its economic
forecast for 2012 based on its evaluation
of likely consequences of the upheaval in
the European financial system.
Australia’s major residential property markets of Sydney and Melbourne
both see continued population growth
occurring with immigration providing
up to 70% of that growth. This immigration is creating a need for more
CONTENT

residential accommodation and whilst
the GFC has impacted the residential
property market in the $750,000 (AUD)
to $5,000,000 (AUD) range the lower
end of the market, $300,000 (AUD) to
$750,000 (AUD) remains very active.
Interest rates, which had been falling
in Australia, have recently steadied with
the Australian Reserve Bank maintaining (not reducing) the rate at its recent
review contrary to marketing expectations.
Residential house prices in the upper semi-economic markets of Sydney
and Melbourne have been hardest hit
over the last three years due partly to
the downturns in the banking and professional services sectors arising from
the GFC and opportunities prevail in
significant numbers to acquire residential properties at prices 20% to 30%
below their 2007 levels. Despite these
opportunities investors continue to “sit
on the sidelines” awaiting more positive
signs of a global recovery.
Sydney, the largest city in Australia,
where some of the best real estate in
GET PDF

the world can be found has experienced a dearth of new residential development with dwelling
approvals from local government
failing to meet the demands of
population growth so it can be
expected that there will be a recovery in development activity as
the economic conditions improve
and funding gradually becomes
more readily available.
One interesting trend which
has developed in Sydney is the desire of buyers of residential property to make acquisitions in new The global financial crisis and the economic
community style developments uncertainty has continued to depress prices of
which have been constructed in residential real estate in most Australian cities
Sydney in recent years. One of during the past twelve months
these developments, Breakfast
Point, a 52 hectare development of over
The Melbourne residential market is
2,000 residences on the upper reaches considered to be two speed. The inner
of Sydney Harbour has outperformed suburbs are generally outperforming the
many of the other residential develop- middle and outer suburbs where there is
ments constructed in Sydney in recent continuing evidence of softening prices.
years with overseas buyers seeing this
In Melbourne, the mid sector of the
type of development as a safe, family ori- industrial property investment market
ented environment in which to reside.
maintained a steady position through
In Sydney over the past five years the 2011 and saw a reasonable volume of
Sydney industrial market has been un- transactions with market rentals and
dergoing a transformation with the up- capital values maintaining there overper end of the market moving further all position or slightly increasing. The
away from lower value properties and Melbourne Industrial Market showed
this trend is expected to continue over strong resilience and signs of recovery
the next 12 months. In the last half of within a relatively short period of time
2011 Sydney experienced an increase in and it is expected that this resilience will
the take up of larger warehouse facili- continue in response to an immediate
ties, with both online retailers and im- challenges the market may face.
porters seeking larger space.

...next page
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Having experienced a poor 2011 in residential real estate, Brisbane is coming off
a very low base so the signals are that 2012
should be a little firmer. The regional cities of Mackay, Tamworth and Gladstone
which are based around Queensland mining sectors are expecting solid growth in
line with mining activity.
The outlook for industrial activity in
Brisbane is encouraging given forecast
economic growth rates for Queensland
where business investment is forecast
to improve by 27.75% in 2011 to 2012,
as construction of gas and coal projects
gather momentum and resources investment grows and economic growth
is forecast to strengthen to 5.25% in
2012 to 2013 leading to further growth in
business investment, as expected stronger domestic demand allows for nonresidential construction to improve.
The Western Australian economy
continued to perform strongly, underpinned by the rapidly expanding resource industry and this is expected to
have a positive affect on the Perth residential market through 2012.
The industrial property marketing in
2011 for Perth experienced a mixed year,
although values overall held steady. The
high growth in the mining sector provided an important impetus to this property market. Businesses involved in manufacturing or servicing this boom sector
expanded their operations in order to
meet increased demand and achieve
higher levels of output. This has shielded this market from the instabilities and
CONTENT

BOOK Review

volatilities of the global economy that
has affected other property market sectors and indeed other asset classes.
In Adelaide the industrial sector is
expected to remain steady, with a secondary market slowing in some areas.
The Adelaide residential property
market is in general expected to be subdued for the duration of 2012 with relatively low levels of transaction numbers
and the possibility of continuing moderate decline in capital values.
In overall terms the strength of Australia’s strong mining economy is expected to shield most of the property
market from any further significant reductions in value but significant activity is only anticipated in those parts of
the country favourably affected by the
resources sector.
Background: Allan is the Chairman of
one of Australia’s largest private property developers and has been involved
with the property industry in both ASX
listed and unlisted companies for the
past 25 years.
GGI member firm
Lawler Corporate Finance
Financial Audit & Accountancy Services,
Tax Consulting, Management Consulting,
Corporate Finance, International Trust &
Estate Planning
Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne, Newcastle
Australia
Allan Farrar
E: allanf@lawlercf.com.au
W: www.lawlerpartners.com.au
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Great by Choice
Ten years after the worldwide bestseller Good to Great,
Jim Collins returns with another
groundbreaking work, this time
to ask: Why do some companies
thrive in uncertainty, even chaos,
and others do not?
Based on nine years of meticulous research and combined with
engaging, inspirational stories,
Collins and his colleague, Morten
Hansen, details the principles for
building a truly great enterprise in
unpredictable, tumultuous, and
fast-moving times.
Collins is a superstar business
writer, his books are consistently
insightful, readable and memorable, and will contribute to the
success of his readers. This is a
book not to be missed; as the authors write in the epilogue: “This
book and the three that precede it
[…] are looks into the question of
what it takes to build an enduring great
organization.” For that mission, Collins,
in partnership with a new co-author and
the support of a tried-and-tested methodology, delivers once again.
The authors: Jim Collins is the author
or co-author of six books that have sold
more than 10 million copies worldwide,
including the bestsellers Good to Great,

Built to Last and How the Mighty Fall.
He operates a management laboratory
in Boulder, Colo., where he conducts research, teaches and consults with executives from the corporate and social sectors.
Great by Choice
By Jim Collins & Morten T. Hansen
320 pages; ISBN 978-0062120991
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Conferences and events
What: Auditing Asset Management
Where: London, UK
When: 20-23 August 2012
Brief description: The objectives of this
course are to enable attendees to appreciate the key issues that arise in practice
when undertaking the internal audit of
asset management; to ensure that the

What:
		
		
Where:
When:

Master Class: Advanced
Strategies in Oil and Gas Finance
and Accounting
London, UK
03-07 September 2012

Brief description: This five-day course
will give participants expertise to assist in achieving long-term success to
enhance your company’s competitive

What:
		
Where:
When:

Cross-Cultural Leadership
and Negotiation Management
Hong Kong, HK
13-14 September 2012

Brief description: ’Cross-Cultural Leadership and Management’ offers participants an opportunity to develop competencies which are in line with the day to
CONTENT

internal auditors focus on the areas of
greatest risk and that they develop practical solutions to the challenges that they
face. Using a series of practical case
studies the participants will develop key
approaches that can be applied directly
to their institutions.

What: International Tax Issues 2012
Where: Chicago, IL, USA
When: 19 September 2012
Brief description: As the world’s economies grow increasingly integrated, the
international tax laws of the U.S. impact
a greater percentage of businesses and
transactions. These international tax
rules affect not only large US and for-

eign-based multinationals, but also increasingly affect mid-sized and smaller
firms, financing transactions, mergers
and acquisitions, and other commercial
activity. As a result, a working knowledge of these international tax rules is
of paramount importance to a wide variety of tax professionals.
More information

More information

performance. The course is taught in a
highly interactive manner with an emphasis on participant questions and inquiry. Professor Betty J. Simkins, Ph.D.
offers considerable flexibility in exploring some topics further than planned,
while de-emphasising other topics if the
group prefers.
More information

day demands of organizational life. This
includes a repertoire of practical skills
which help individuals to cope with diversity and change. Techniques taught transcend cultural boundaries and take into
account the management development
needs of multi-national companies.

What:
		
		
Where:
When:

“Bet the Company”
Litigation 2012: Best
Practices for Complex Cases
New York, NY, USA
25 September 2012

Brief description: The presence of
multi-jurisdictional legal, business and
technology issues requires sophisticated case management skills and techniques. This program brings together
the experienced practitioners who liti-

gate these cases and the judges who
rule on them to provide you with the
most up-to-date intelligence on proven
strategies and tools. Panelists will include both defense and plaintiffs’ counsel experienced in multi-jurisdictional
litigation, regulatory attorneys who
handle complex investigations, distinguished judges, and in-house counsel.
More information

Please note: the next
GGI INSIDER issue will be
published in July 2012.

More information
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Join the
GGI North and Latin
American Joint Regional
Conference in Miami, FL

21-24 June 2012
Please click the button!

Contact
If you wish to be removed from
the mailing list, send an email to
info@ggi.com. Let us know what you
think about INSIDER. We welcome your
feedback.

Head office
Geneva Group International AG
Schaffhauserstrasse 550
P.O. Box 286
8052 Zurich
Switzerland
T: +41 44 256 18 18
F: +41 44 256 18 11
E: info@ggi.com
W: www.ggi.com
W: www.ggiforum.com
CONTENT

Disclaimer
The information provided in this INSIDER came from reliable sources and
was prepared from data assumed to be
correct; however, we neither accept liability for nor are we able to guarantee the
content.
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